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One of the important pursuits in science and engineering research today is to develop low-cost and user-friendly
technologies to improve the health of people. Over the past decade, research efforts in microfluidics have been
made to develop methods that can facilitate low-cost diagnosis of infectious diseases, especially in resource-
poor settings. Here, we provide an overview of the recent advances in microfluidic devices for point-of-care
(POC) diagnostics for infectious diseases and emphasis is placed onmalaria, sepsis andAIDS/HIV. Other infectious
diseases such as SARS, tuberculosis, and dengue are also briefly discussed. These infectious diseases are chosen as
they contribute the most to disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) lost according to the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO). The current state of research in this area is evaluated and projection toward future applications
and accompanying challenges are also discussed.
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1. Introduction

Microfluidics refers to the science and technology of systems which
manipulate small (10−9 to 10−18 L) amounts of fluids (Whitesides,
2006). It offers advantages such as low sample and reagent volumes,
high throughput, and more precise control of spatial and temporal
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factors (Beebe et al., 2002). Due to its desirable attributes, such plat-
forms have been employed as biosensors for health monitoring and
proposed to be used as micro-total analysis systems (μTAS) where
automatic transport, mixing and reacting of samples and reagents
can occur in a small device to facilitate timely readouts (Reyes et al.,
2002).

Although the World Health Organization (WHO) has continually
refined its framework to manage diseases such as malaria (Furdui
and Harrison, 2004), these infectious illnesses remain prevalent in
resource-scarce regions. It is generally agreed that diagnosis is impor-
tant for managing infectious disease as it facilitates early detection
and access to care, delays the development of resistance and saves
money on alternative treatments (Wongsrichanalai et al., 2007). The
WHO recommends that diagnostics for the developing countries ful-
fill the following criteria: (i) affordable, (ii) sensitive, (iii) specific, (iv)
user-friendly, (v) rapid and robust, (vi) equipment-free and (vii) deliv-
erable to end-users, summarized as ASSURED (Martinez et al., 2010)
which are compatible with the characteristics of microfluidic technolo-
gies (Lee et al., 2010).

In this review, emphasis is placed on the study and diagnosis of the
malaria, sepsis and HIV due to their high mortality rates. Other prevail-
ing infectious diseases such as SARS, tuberculosis, and dengue are also
briefly discussed. These infectious diseases are chosen as they are
most prevalent in resource-scarce communities and they contribute
the most to disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) lost according to the
World Health Organization (WHO) (Mabey et al., 2004; Yager et al.,
2006). This review is written in a disease-centered structure in contrast
to the technique-centered approach by Jung et al. (2015), Su et al.
(2015) and also Damhorst et al. (2015). Individual diseases are de-
scribed here with their current diagnostic/treatment platforms. Gaps
in managing these infectious diseases are also identified and the po-
tential of microfluidic technologies to bridge the gaps is discussed.
We believe that the disease-centered approach can enhance the
knowledge of readers researching in specific disease fields on the util-
ity of microfluidics. Additionally, we hope to use this review to encour-
age further research in infectious diseases such as SARS which have
generated low scientific interest in the microfluidics community thus
far (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1.Cumulative number of publications usingmicrofluidic for the study anddiagnosis of
various infectious diseases (from 2005 to 2015). There were only 3 publications on SARS
around 2002–2004 where there was SARS outbreak in Asian-Pacific countries. The infec-
tious diseases that experience a steady rise in number of publications were HIV/AIDS
and sepsis which affect both developing and developed nations equally. On the other
hand, thenumber of publications inmalaria and tuberculosis is stagnating despite the con-
tinued need for better diagnostic tools for resource-scarce communities. This shows that
diseases prevalent in developing nations are still very much neglected by the scientific
community that is concentrated in developed nations. Regrettably, many of the publica-
tions in dengue were also from groups in Latin America and South-East Asia, once again
highlighting the lack of international interest in these infectious diseases. Note: Publica-
tion numbers were calculated using PubMed and ScienceDirect.
2. Malaria

Malaria infection by Plasmodium protozoa through the intermediate
host, Anopheles mosquito is currently most common (Gardner et al.,
2002). The infected red blood cells (iRBCs) can disrupt microcirculation
(Maier et al., 2009), manifesting into anemia and organ (Dondorp et al.,
1999) failure in severe cases. Despite improvements inmalariamanage-
ment, 600,000 people continue to fall victim to the disease annually
(World Health Organization, 2013).

The ‘gold’ standard test for malaria is the microscopic method (thin
and thickGiemsa-blood smear) that allows trained technicians to detect
parasitemia level up to 1 iRBC in 106 cells (~1000 parasites/μL) (Murray
et al., 2008). Although this test is one of the most affordable means for
malaria diagnosis, its specificity relies critically on the quality of themi-
croscope and skills of the technician. There can be misinterpretation of
microorganisms like bacteria and fungi as Plasmodium protozoa and dif-
ficulty in differentiating different Plasmodium strains (Erdman and Kain,
2008). Logistical challenge of transportingmicroscopes to remote areas
may also delay diagnostic efforts (Gascoyne et al., 2004).

Another important malaria diagnostic tool is the rapid diagnostic
test (RDTs) which detects for malaria antigen, usually in 5–15 μL of
bloodwithmonoclonal antibodies specific to the target parasite antigen.
RDTs circumvent the challenge of poor road and electricity infrastruc-
ture in remote areas with results obtainable in 5‐20 min via simple
self-testing and interpretation (Mills et al., 1999). Nonetheless, humid
and warm climate can degrade chemicals adsorbed onto RDTs
(Chiodini et al., 2007). Most RDTs detect only Plasmodium falciparum
through targeting the histidine-rich protein 2 (HRP-2) (Bell et al.,
2006) or all Plasmodium. proteins such as lactate dehydrogenase
(Iqbal et al., 2001). Hence RDTs results may not be sufficiently specific
to guide treatments when mixed infections occur. The ability to differ-
entiate the strain of malaria parasite infections is crucial in the light of
increasing evidence that mixed infections are more fatal (Genton
et al., 2008), infection by Plasmodium vivax is more lethal in young chil-
dren (Tjitra et al., 2008) and emergence of artemisinin-resistant
P. falciparum (Dondorp et al., 2009). The sensitivity of RDTs also declines
as parasitemia fall below 100 parasites/μL (Mills et al., 1999). The price
of RDTs which stands at about US $0.55–1.50 (depending on the manu-
facturers and order quantities) can also be prohibitive for resource-
scarce communities (Wongsrichanalai et al., 2007).

Laboratory alternatives such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
have also been used to diagnose malaria and are capable of detecting
low parasitemia levels (~15–25 parasites/μL) or mixed infections
(Makler et al., 1998). Unfortunately, the accuracy of PCR result is subject
to the suitability of primers, sample collection, storage, transport proce-
dures and nucleic acid extraction protocols. Furthermore, the suscepti-
bility of sample and reagent to contamination and the logistics of
transporting samples to distant laboratories discourage routine use of
PCR as a malaria diagnosis tool as it is incompatible for immediate pa-
tient care (Hänscheid and Grobusch, 2002).

One other technique for malaria diagnosis is through hemozin
detection. Hemozin is converted by the malaria parasite from the de-
graded product of hemoglobin, heme. Heme can be visualized by polar-
ization and/or dark field microscopy. However, the sensitivity of heme
detection depends strongly on the parasitemia level and the amount
of heme present (Rebelo et al., 2012). Thus this technique may not be
suitable for detection of ring and trophozoite stages of malaria. Fig. 2
summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of the various malaria diag-
nostic tools available in the market.

The predominant method for malaria diagnosis is symptom-based
which is arguably ineffective as malaria shares many clinical symptoms
such as fever with other poverty-associated febrile illnesses (Bell et al.,
2006). Bell and colleagues proposed the adoption of parasite-based
diagnosis for early diagnosis and treatment. This could allow formal
health services at village level to reduce morbidity and mortality in a
more cost-effective manner (Ghebreyesus et al., 2000). Microfluidic



Fig. 2.A framework to evaluate the suitability of differentmalaria diagnostic tools in themarket. Thefirst 7 criteria are adapted fromWHO (ASSURED) (Martinez et al., 2010)while the rest
are adapted from Gascoyne et al. (2004). μTAS: micro-total analysis system. From the evaluation, it can be seen that microfluidic platforms can perform on par or even superior to many
existing malaria diagnostics. Note: affordability is calculated without considering the fixed cost of machine.
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diagnostic platforms are especially useful as they can facilitate parasite-
based preventive diagnostic in an affordable and manner, potentially
bridging this healthcare gap to improve malaria management.

In addition, in early stagemalaria, parasitemia levelmay be as low as
5–20 parasites/μL (Hänscheid, 1999) that is beyond the accurate detec-
tion limit of Giemsa smears, RDTs andmost PCR. Therefore, microfluidic
techniques can be very useful for direct diagnostic or as a processing
step to remove interfering blood cells and to concentrate the malaria
parasites to enhance the sensitivity of the test.

2.1. Cell deformability

Erythrocytes with the normal average diameters of 7.5 μm must
deform considerably as they traverse through capillaries which have
significantly smaller diameters of 3–7 μm (Alizadehrad et al., 2012).
iRBCs become progressively less deformable as the parasites mature
(Cranston et al., 1984). The marked decrease in membrane flexibility
can be attributed to two main factors. Firstly, as the relatively non-
deformable parasites mature into the trophozite and schizont stages, it
causes the internal viscosity of RBCs to increase sharply (Quinn et al.,
2011). Secondly, membrane rigidity can be attributed to the export of
neoantigens to the surfaces of RBCs and the parasites exerting oxidative
stress on the host RBCs (Becker et al., 2004). The increase in deformability
can precipitate important pathophysiological outcomes such as reduction
in flowvelocity (McWhirter et al., 2011), increased adherence to vascula-
ture, channel clogging and thickness of cell-free layer (Yin et al., 2013).

Based on this knowledge, Hou et al. investigated the use of
deformability as a biomarker for on-site iRBC enrichment using iner-
tial microfluidics (Fig. 3A) (Hou et al., 2010). The team exploited the
margination phenomenon to isolate iRBCs. It was found thatwith the in-
crease of hematocrit to 40%, more than 80% of the iRBCs (in trophozoite/
schizont stages) were displaced to the side channels, demonstrating the
importance of cell–cell interactions to observe margination. However,
the maximum flow rate was only 5 μL/min and this platform could not
differentiate different species of the Plasmodium protozoas. Further-
more, as RBC deformability is also a characteristic of other diseases
such as sickle cell anemia, improvements in specificity is warranted.
Geislinger and colleagues also enriched less deformable ring-stage
iRBCs with an average enrichment factor of 4.3 and throughput of
12,000 cells/h based on a separation process driven by the non-inertial
lift effect (Geislinger et al., 2014). Warkiani et al. made use of the nega-
tive depletion approach to remove leukocytes from lysed blood before
also using inertial focusing (Warkiani et al., 2015). Approximately 70%
of the parasites released from iRBCs could be captured as identified
using quantitative (q) PCR and 99.9% of the leukocytes was depleted.
The device also boosts a sensitivity of 2–10 parasites/μL, better than cur-
rent sensitivity of RDTs. This device can be coupled to other diagnostic
methods to form an integrated platform as it can enrich themalaria par-
asites to facilitate sensitive detection.

Bow et al. coupled iRBCs' deformability to fluorescence measure-
ments to relate the mechanical properties of iRBCs to their biochemical
properties (Bow et al., 2011). The team discovered that the geometry
of constriction affected RBC transit time as geometries with sharper
corners better differentiate RBCs with different deformability for a
given pressure difference. Their microfluidic device also demonstrated
the likelihood that the rigidities of ring stage P. falciparum iRBCs over-
lapped with older, healthy RBCs which is a valid concern in using RBC
deformability as a biomarker (Fig. 3B).



Fig. 3.Microfluidic technologies used inmalaria diagnosis. Principles for diagnosis: (A&B) deformability, (C) PCR, (D) optical and (E)magnetic. (A) Schematic illustration ofworking principle
of a microfluidic deviceworking with the concept of margination. iRBCs which are less deformable than healthy RBCs are displaced to the peripheral walls where they are collected. Making
use of the margination phenomenon, 75% of early stage iRBCs and 90% of late stage iRBCs can be recovered, reprinted with permission from Hou et al. (2010). (B) Schematic illustration of a
microfabricated deformability-based flow cytometer (i) that measures dynamic mechanical responses of RBCs. Experimental results (ii) demonstrating measured velocities of RBCs as a
function of infection state for RBCs infected with late ring stage parasites at a pressure gradient of 0.24 Pa μm−1, reprinted with permission from Bow et al. (2011). (C) Schematic
showing a microfluidic technique for purification of nucleic acids from iRBCs using isotachophoresis (ITP). LE, TE: leading, trailing electrolytes. Isotachophoresis was used to extract DNA
from malaria parasites. Nucleic acid yield was maximized using counterflow that increased focusing time. A limit of detection of 0.5 parasites/nL was achieved, reprinted with permission
from Marshall et al. (2011). (D) Schematic showing working mechanism of a paper based microfluidic device for automated staining of malaria parasites with an embedded microscopy
window. Paper cartridge consisting of both thin (single cell layer) and thick (multiple cell layer) smears where blood is stained with acridine orange dye. The cartridge is then optically
examined for iRBCs, reprinted with permission from Horning et al. (2014). (E) Schematic of a label-free microfluidic device for separation of iRBCs based on their paramagnetic
characteristics. Presence of paramagnetic hemozin in iRBCs is used to separate iRBCs from healthy RBCs based on their differential lateral migration in a magnetic field gradient.
Collection of ring-stage iRBCs (with low hemozin concentration) was made possible with the use of steep magnetic gradient, reprinted with permission from Nam et al. (2013).
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Guo and colleagues capitalized on the differences in pressure thresh-
old (attributed to deformability differences) between healthy RBCs and
iRBCs as they passed through progressively narrower constrictions (5 to
1 μm) to study the malaria disease (Guo et al., 2012). Previously,
Tomaiuolo and co-workers have also provided a description of RBC vis-
coelastic properties such as shape as a function of the applied pressure
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drop using microfluidic devices (Tomaiuolo et al., 2011). Guo et al.
found that iRBCs in the schizont stages were typically blocked by the
3 μm constriction and this blockage significantly elevated the deforma-
tion pressure. Similar results have been found by Shelby et al. who
found that trophozoite staged iRBCs experienced difficulties passing
through 4 and 2 μm constriction and schizont stage iRBCs blocked
these small constrictions (Shelby et al., 2003). Using their microfluidic
device, Guo et al. then showed that the stiffness of ring, trophozoite
and schizont stages iRBCs to be 1.5, 7 and 200 times more than unin-
fected RBCs. These results differed from the measurement using optical
tweezers where the values are 3, 4 and 10 respectively (Hosseini and
Feng, 2012). The discrepancy in membrane stiffness highlights the im-
portance of establishing standards for tools that measure cellular mem-
brane properties. This microfluidic device may also be suitably adapted
to study phenomena such as pitting and RBC recovery after traversing
through narrow constriction. It has been shown that under flow condi-
tions, healthy RBCs do not become part of a vascular occlusion but
rather wind their ways through the center of the iRBCs to exit from
the constriction (Shelby et al., 2003). The usefulness of microfluidic de-
vices is hence not limited to malaria diagnosis as it can mimic channel
blockage at different bifurcations (Huang et al., 2013) to test the clinical
usefulness of therapies such as transfusion (Riddle et al., 2002) and also
drugs.

Microfluidic platforms using membrane deformability as a bio-
marker for malaria may hold great promises but its suitability is argu-
ably challenged in the face of emerging knowledge on malaria. It has
been reported that the deformability of uninfected RBCs can be reduced
in cases of severemalaria (Dondorp et al., 1999). The exactmechanisms
are unknown but it has been suggested that in vitro cultures of
P. falciparum can produce heat-labile exoantigen that decrease RBC
deformability (Naumann et al., 1991). The damaging effect of lipid per-
oxidation on RBC membrane flexibility has also been proposed to ex-
plain the aforementioned phenomenon (Mohan et al., 1995). The use
of microfluidic has also provided valuable insights in the differences be-
tween P. falciparum and P. vivax infected RBCs. Handayani et al. con-
structed a microfluidic device with a narrow constriction of 2 μm and
observed that in contrast to P. falciparum infected RBCs, P. vivax infected
RBCs at all developmental stages were able to transverse the gap
smoothly (Handayani et al., 2009). They postulated that the increase
in internal viscosity of P. vivax infected RBCs could be offset by the in-
crease in membrane deformability. These findings highlight the impor-
tance of enhancing our knowledge about the malaria disease and the
interactions of malaria parasites and RBC hosts. With greater under-
standing of the malaria biology, deformability-based diagnostic tests
can be more robustly designed. Other groups have utilized concepts re-
lating to electrical impedance (Zheng et al., 2013) and transit time
(Rosenbluth et al., 2008) to differentiate blood and cancer cells. These
concepts may be extended for malaria detection provided that RBCs
and iRBCs are sufficiently distinct in these key parameters.

2.2. Electrical signature

Dielectrophoresis which refers to spatially non-uniform electric
fields either due to direct current or alternating current has also been
utilized for malaria-related study and diagnosis. Dielectrophoretic
(DEP) forces are generatedwhen dielectric particles i.e. polarizable elec-
trical insulators such as cells are subject to direct or alternating electric
field. When the cells move in the direction of increasing electric field
gradient or intensity, the behavior is called positive DEP and the con-
verse is termed negative DEP (Pethig and Markx, 1997). Readers can
refer to Pethig for mathematical equations governing the generation of
DEP forces on spherical and non-spherical particles (Pethig, 2010). As
theDEP responses of cells depend on the composition (permeability, ca-
pacitance, conductivity) and conformation of their cell membranes, cells
of different types, sizes and physiological states can be differentially iso-
lated (Gascoyne et al., 2002) using different media and frequency of the
electric field. Gascoyne et al. demonstrated the possibility of using DEP
to isolate iRBCs (Gascoyne et al., 2004) as the electrical conductivity of
iRBC is significantly higher than uninfected RBCs (Aceti et al., 1990)
attributing to membrane permeation pathways induced by malaria
parasites. In their DEP-field-flow fractionation (FFF)microfluidic device,
they observed that nucleated blood cells remained in theDEP-FFF cham-
ber and emerged only after the electric field was turn off, preventing
leukocytes contamination. Next, by applying a certain frequency of
electrical signal (40–250 kHz), iRBCs were levitated more strongly
than uninfected RBCs and emergemore rapidly from theDEP-FFF cham-
bers. Consequently, the initial cell isolate contained only Plasimodium
protozoa. Du and coworkers also utilized DEP stretching to characterize
the differences in biophysical properties of healthy and infected RBCs
(Du et al., 2014). The latter was found to have expectedly lower
stretching ratio due to rigid membranes.

Nonetheless, it should be noted that one of the critical challenge of
DEP is the strong size dependence as most cells exhibit variations up
to 10% which may interfere with cell-type specific differences in DEP
particle separation. The conductivity of the media or extracellular solu-
tion could also lead to Joule heating near electrodes, bubble generation
and heat-related cell death (Bhagat et al., 2010). This device is also in-
compatible for diagnosis in geographical remote areas with no access
to stable electricity.

2.3. Molecular analysis

PCR is an extremely useful molecular biological tool to replicate
DNA. Through the steps of denaturation, annealing and extension each
at specific temperatures, millions of copies of DNA can be generated
from minute quantities of DNA fragments. While conventional PCR
may not be as useful for malaria diagnosis (Hänscheid and Grobusch,
2002) due to time lag in sample transportation, sample processing
and result dissemination (Srinivasan et al., 2000), microfluidic PCR
may prove otherwise. Microfluidic PCR can have higher sensitivity
than conventional PCR (Rubio et al., 1999). Furthermore, the faster
speed, adaptability to μTAS and portability of microfluidic PCR greatly
boosts its usefulness in resource-scarce regions where malaria is en-
demic (Wang et al., 2009). In addition, microfluidic devices which
only require small sample volume and have high surface area to volume
ratio offer higher temperature transition speed, more uniform heat dis-
tribution and reaction efficiency.

There are two main approaches to performmicrofluidic PCR i.e. sta-
tionary and continuous flow (Park et al., 2011). In the former, the PCR
mixture is housed in one unit which experiences temperature change
during the PCR cycle. This method requires lower sample volume but
runs the risks of longer reaction time and non-uniform heating and
cooling. In the latter method, there are pre-fixed temperature zones
and the PCR mixture flows from one unit to another. This approach,
however, only operates with a fixed number of PCR cycles and may be
more complex to fabricate, resulting in bulky devices. Currently, droplet
microfluidic PCR is also being tested (Tewhey et al., 2009). Microfluidic
PCR readout has been integrated with electrochemical, fluorescence gel
electrophoresis that minimizes loss due to transferring of amplified
nucleic acids and contamination (Park et al., 2011). Zhang et al. and
Park et al. have done an excellent review on microfluidic PCR and
readers are encouraged to refer these remarkable references for better
technical information on this subject (Zhang et al., 2006; Park et al.,
2011). Given the specificity of the primers in the PCR process, this ap-
proach can be applied to diagnose for most infectious diseases as long
as sufficient genomic material can be extracted. The technique de-
scribed in this section is therefore also applicable for other infectious
diseases.

Generally, the innovations in microfluidic PCR can be categorized
into i) pre-PCR sample processing, ii) PCR-reaction and iii) post-PCR
analysis. Pre-PCR steps include cell separation, cell concentration, cell
lysis and nucleic acid extraction. These steps are necessary to overcome
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PCR inhibitors present in samples and to reduce background due to
large amount of hematologic cells in blood sample (Lim et al., 2005).
There are also several ways that cell lyses have been performed in
microfluidic devices such as using mini-sonication, nanofabricated
shearing structures (Di Carlo et al., 2003), stored chemicals like deter-
gents (Kim et al., 2004), enzymes (Sethu et al., 2004) and externally ap-
plied electric field (Lee and Tai, 1999).

Although there are many microfluidic PCR technologies out there,
there are not many that specifically target malaria diagnosis. Marshall
and colleagues developed a microfluidic platform (Fig. 3C) that purify
DNA released from malaria parasites residing in iRBCs and the isolated
DNA was compatible to quantitative PCR as it was able to offer sensi-
tivity of 500 parasites/μL (Marshall et al., 2011). This innovation can
be useful when coupled to downstreammicrofluidic platform to create
a μTAS for malaria diagnosis which was also suggested by Gascoyne
et al. (2004). Although there has been much discussion on a μTAS that
incorporates concepts such as deformability and PCR for more compre-
hensive diagnosis of malaria, to the best of our knowledge, such system
is probably still at the developmental phase. It can also be beneficial if
loopmeditated thermal amplification (LAMP) PCR, one of themost sen-
sitive and specific PCRmethod (Hopkins et al., 2013), can be integrated
with a portable microfluidic device. We also stress the need to combine
innovations created for different PCR components to create a truly func-
tional prototype. This is because various improvements have beenmade
for instance, the creation of microfluidic digital recombinase polymer-
ase amplification (RPA) SlipChip for quantitative detection of DNA by
Shen et al. (2011), but amplification is only one step of PCR. Technolo-
gies facilitating better mixing of reagents or concentrating samples
should be integrated to build the most effective μTAS for diagnosis.

2.4. Optical

Optical means have been used traditionally for the diagnosis of
diseases, includingmalaria (Giemsa smears). The ubiquity of optical in-
struments and their wide range of resolution and lenses angles make
them valuable tools for the study and monitoring disease progression
(Psaltis et al., 2006). Nonetheless, conventional optical microscopy is
bulky and expensive. Recently, however, this field has evolved with the
emergence of cheaper optic alternatives enhanced with add-ons such
as wave guides to create portable diagnostics (Hunt and Wilkinson,
2008). The charge-coupled device (CCD)-based platforms (Ozcan and
Demirci, 2008) have been developed to monitor cells and particles
movement through shadow imaging without fluorescence imaging.
Other detection modes include absorbance, chemiluminescence and in-
terferometric (Myers and Lee, 2008). For instance, Juul et al. made use of
combined DNA cleavage-ligation event with droplet microfluidic for
malaria parasite enzyme activity detection. This microfluidic platform
can operate with a detection limit of less than 1 parasite/μL of unpro-
cessed blood (Juul et al., 2012). Mobile phones, which can also function
as a imaging platform, have also been employed in imaging thick and
thin Giemsa-stained smears of P. falciparum iRBCs in brightfield with a
mounted light microscope (Breslauer et al., 2009). Recently, Horning
et al. described a paper cartridge coupled with an automated image pro-
cessing software to detect for malaria parasites (Horning et al., 2014).
The cartridge consisted of both thin and thick smear regions for species
identification and limit of detection (~100 parasites/μL) enhancement
respectively (Fig. 3D).

There are two main ways in which advances in optical study can be
tied in with microfluidic for study and detection of malaria. Firstly, it is
the emergence of cheaper and portable optical instrument that can be
used to observe cellular interactions in microfluidic. Optical microscopy
can be combinedwithmicrofluidic to enhance on-chip detection of RBC
deformability or changes that are specific for diseases. In this regard,
Kim et al. created a mini-microscope for in-situ monitoring of cells by
modifying off-the-shelf components of a commercial webcam (Kim
et al., 2012). Comparison of images of cells taken with the in-house
microscope and a conventionalmicroscope revealed that themagnifica-
tion of the former was comparable to a 40× objective lens (approxi-
mately 400× magnification). Affordable and yet powerful optical tools
can too facilitate the emergence of cheap optical detection such as by
secondary speckle sensing (S3) microscopy (Cojoc et al., 2012).

Secondly, optics can also be combined with microfluidic to investi-
gate cellular biophysical properties and differentiate cells of different
types or states (Adamo et al., 2012; Gossett et al., 2012). Lee et al.
designed a subpixel resolving optofluidic microscope (SROFM) that
made use of Red–Green–Blue (RGB) LEDs to capture separate color im-
ages of iRBCswhich are subsequently combined to obtain a fully colored
high resolution image (Lee et al., 2011). The team stained iRBCswith 2%
Toluidine blue and with its SRFOM, achieved an image resolution of
0.66 μmat the highest acuity. Thismethod circumvents sample prepara-
tion such as fixation unlike the conventional microscopic detection
method. However, SRFOM shares similar limitations as the microscopic
technique as it is unable to identify ring stage iRBCs, limiting its useful-
ness for early malaria detection (Erdman and Kain, 2008).

Other potential optofluidics techniques which have been used for
detection of other diseases but may be applicable for malaria also de-
serve to be highlighted. Ji et al. constructed a microfluidic cytometer
and found that the transmission intensity for different cell types differ
(Ji et al., 2013). Lee and colleagues has also introduced the idea of optical
pressure to detect for cancer cells (Lee et al., 2007). These conceptsmay
be adapted for malaria diagnosis.

2.5. Magnetic

The potential of using magnetic microfluidic malaria diagnosis
should also be discussed although there has beenno extensive literature
reported. Paul et al. reported that iRBCs behave like paramagnetic par-
ticles in a magnetic field (Paul et al., 1981). This has motivated re-
search in using magnetic means to identify iRBCs (Bhakdi et al., 2010).
Zimmerman and colleagues proposed the idea of using magnets to
concentrate iRBCs to enhance the sensitivity of microscopic method
for detection of malaria (Zimmerman et al., 2006). Nam et al. designed
a microfluidic device that capitalized on the magnetic properties of ac-
cumulated hemozin in iRBCs to separate iRBCs from malaria culture as
Fe3+ in hemozin has a stronger paramagnetic effect than Fe2+ in hemo-
globin (Nam et al., 2013). The team incorporated a nickel wire in the
microfluidic device to create a steep magnetic gradient to achieve
N90% in ring stage iRBC recovery rate (Fig. 3E). Nonetheless, this device
works below the flow rate of 1.6 μL/min and the team also has yet to
show the creation of a homogenous magnetic field. In addition, the
concentration of hemozin may be skewed by the number of parasites
i.e. singlet, doublet and triplet (Malleret et al., 2011) in iRBCs which
may decrease the specificity of the microfluidic device in informing
the users about the severity and stages of malaria. As aforementioned,
the amount of hemozin is also lower in ring stage iRBCs and for low
parasitemia levels, posing yet another challenge for earlymalaria detec-
tion. Peng et al. more recently made use of magnetic resonance
relaxometry to detect for hemozin in iRBCs (Peng et al., 2014). This
new approach can detect for b10 parasites/μL of whole blood and may
be adapted into a microfluidic device by using portable magnets and
radio-frequency detection probe.

3. Sepsis

Sepsis is a serious and life-threatening complication due to an infec-
tion. It is characterized by whole-body inflammatory state (called sys-
temic inflammatory response syndrome or SIRS) that occurs due to
chemicals secreted to fight the infection (Levy et al., 2003). The inflam-
mation can overwhelm the blood cleansing capacity of organs and pro-
tective functions of immune cells (Hotchkiss and Karl, 2003). There
are several studies published in the literature and readers who are
interested on sepsis, its causes, diagnosis and prognosis are strongly
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suggested to read these articles (Hotchkiss and Karl, 2003; Lever and
Mackenzie, 2007). Sepsis can lead to multiple organ failure, shock and
death (for instancemortality rises by 7.6% every hour of delay in admin-
istering antibiotics in septic shock) (Kumar et al., 2006). Therefore,
early, fast, and accurate diagnosis and treatment of sepsis is of para-
mount significance.

Current diagnostic and therapeutic approaches such as physical ex-
amination, analysis of blood, urine andmolecular diagnostic techniques,
unless integrated, can be suboptimal. Besides, due to drawbacks like
high sample volume required, and being time and labor intensive,
these methods are not compliant with the ASSURED criteria (Ritzi-
Lehnert, 2012). Su et al. have extensively reviewed the state-of-the-art
for bacteria detection by looking at how specific molecular techniques
can be applied for sepsis/infection management (Su et al., 2015).
Innovations that facilitate sepsismanagement are categorized in this re-
view into two broad category of i) diagnosis (i.e., detection of pathogen
and monitoring biochemical composition of patients' bodily fluids) and
ii) treatment.

3.1. Sepsis diagnosis

Sepsis syndrome identification is difficult as the clinical signs of sep-
ticemia can be very similar to those of other lethal diseases, including
high body temperature, difficulty in breathing, abdominal pain and ab-
normal heart pumping function (Edmond and Zaidi, 2010). Escherichia
(E.) coli is the most common cause of early-onset sepsis in neonates
(Camacho-Gonzalez et al., 2013). Recently, different approaches have
been presented by researchers for detection of E. coli. For instant,
methods such as magnetic separation, fluorescence staining, electrical
detection andmicrofluidic immunoassaywere used to capture and iden-
tify E. coli from blood (Yang and Li, 2006; Wang et al., 2012b) (Fig. 4A).
Golden et al. developed a multi wavelength microflow cytometer using
grooved microfluidic channel. E. coli assays were performed to demon-
strate the capability of the device in discriminating particles (Golden
et al., 2009). Bisceglia et al. also utilizedDEPmicrofluidic device to isolate
E. coli (Bisceglia et al., 2015). These chips can reduce diagnosis time by
bypassing bacteria culture. However, further work is desired to reduce
the processing time (~ few hours to fewmin) and the use of highly dilut-
ed blood. Kang and colleagues integrated expertise in DNAzyme-based
sensor, droplet encapsulation and particle counting system to create a
comprehensive droplet digital detection (IC 3D) system (Fig. 4B) (Kang
et al., 2014a). This platform can detect as low as 1 E. coli bacterium in di-
luted blood sample in a culture/amplification-free process. Schwartz and
Bercovici leveraged on isotachophoresis and fluorescently labeled anti-
microbial peptides to continuously remove E. coli that are suspended
in water (Schwartz and Bercovici, 2014). This technologymay be poten-
tially applied to detect bacteria in bodily fluids especially in early sepsis
onset or sepsis suspect.

Identifying the strains of sepsis-causing bacteria can guide therapeu-
tic intervention. Recently, Patterson et al. reported a novel microfluidic
chip-based detection and strain discrimination of microbial patho-
gens, particularly for Salmonella serovars derived from whole blood
of septic mice (Patterson et al., 2013). Mahalanabis et al. also created
a microfluidic based detection system for cell lysis and DNA extraction
of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, known causative of
sepsis that may be coupled with PCR to construct a μTAS (Mahalanabis
et al., 2009). An improved version would be to create capabilities
to differentiate even bacteria strains within the same gram family.
STMicroelectronics and Mobidiag have unveiled a lab-on-chip system
for DNA-based detection of ten sepsis-causing bacteria as well as
methicillin-resistant strains of Staphylococcus (S.) aureus from positive
blood culture samples. Similarly, Hou et al. have also made use of spiral
inertial microfluidic technique to isolate different strains of bacteria
with numbers as low as 10–100/mL (Hou et al., 2015) (Fig. 4C). This
platform has also been coupled to RNA detection to profile antibiotic
resistance of pathogens. Making use of mannose binding lectin (MBL)
coated magnetic beads and subsequent magnetic flux concentrator,
Cooper et al. were able to spread captured Candida (C.) albicans fungi
(99%) thinly to optimize optical imaging (Cooper et al., 2014). Wang
et al. argued that it is also important to differentiate live from dead
bacteria to prevent unnecessary administration of antibiotics (Chang
et al., 2014). The group thus designed a microfluidic system based on
ethidium monoazide-based assay and PCR to probe for live bacteria
from fluid isolated from periprosthetic joint infection.

Several groups have also capitalized on biochemical composition in
septic patients for diagnostics andmonitoring. Evidence shows that ex-
cessive nitric oxide production plays a key role in the cardiovascular
manifestations of sever sepsis and septic shock (Boveris et al., 2002).
Hunter and colleagues fabricated an amperometric nitric oxide (NO)
microfluidic sensor with low background noise to monitor changes in
blood NO levels, as a potential biomarker, during the onset of sepsis,
and its configuration enabled rapid analysis of NO in small sample vol-
umes (Hunter et al., 2013). Conventional systems for antibiotic suscep-
tibility testing is often too long (16–24 h) for the timely treatment of
sepsis. In their study, Choi and co-workers introduced a microfluidic
based system that reduced anti-microbial susceptibility testing (AST)
assay time for determiningminimal inhibitory concentrations, by single
bacterial time lapse imaging (Choi et al., 2012). Schotter et al. also re-
ported the incorporation of magnetic markers with magnetoresistive
sensors applied in the microfluidic device for cytokine-based diagnosis
of sepsis (Van Der Wouden et al., 2011). One potential complication of
this diagnosticmethod is that increased production of NO and cytokines
could be triggered by other diseases and not necessarily a response
to sepsis. Furthermore, individuals are likely to differ by their norm
NO levels and the minimal inhibitory concentrations for AST. This may
make this diagnostic technique become expensive due to a need to es-
tablish personalized reference/standard.

As sepsis can be associated with systemic intravascular activation of
coagulation (Aird, 2005), it is useful to learn about the spatial distribu-
tion and location of tissue factor (TF) and the geometry of the vascula-
ture that regulate coagulation. Shen et al. developed microfluidic
systems with surfaces of phospholipid bilayers patterned with TF to
demonstrate experimentally the threshold responses of initiation of
coagulation to the size and shape of surfaces presenting TF (Shen
et al., 2008). Thermal injury can trigger an inflammatory cascade that
heralds shock, SIRS and even death (D'Avignon et al., 2010). To address
the prognostic and diagnostic significance of chemotaxis after burn in-
jury,microfluidic devices have been exploited tomeasure neutrophil di-
rectional migration speed in response to chemo-attractant gradients
that can be established in response to infection (Butler et al., 2010).
Using this assay, Butler et al. established a reference set of migration
speed values for neutrophils from healthy subjects in comparisons
with samples from burn patients. Boneschansker et al. also quantified
leukocyte migration patterns (chemoattraction, repulsion, kinesis and
inhibition) using their microfluidic device when different chemokines
were added (Boneschansker et al., 2014). The group has extensively
quantified the persistence and speed of migration with different dosage
and receptor expression.

Based on the knowledge that bacteria have rigid cell wall and can
withstand harsher chemical treatment as compared to blood cells,
Zelenin and colleagues also introduced selective blood cell lysis, a
sample preparation strategy to continuously isolate microorganisms
from whole blood for downstream analysis (Zelenin Ramachandraiah
et al., 2011). This method is useful as a sample preparation unit for
molecular-based POC sepsis diagnostics. Li et al. were also able to enrich
S. aureus by 107 fold using an agarose gel that is permeable to water but
not bacteria (Li et al., 2014). The device was also clinically validated to
facilitate sample preparation in a rapid and sensitive manner.

The current methods for sepsis diagnostic which is based on cellular
and molecular analysis on bodily fluids are time consuming, costly and
less sensitive can impede timely clinical interventions. Microfluidic
tools have been developed to target various stages of sepsis to provide



Fig. 4.Microfluidic techniques contributing to sepsismanagement. Diagnosis: (A) Immunoaffinity, (B) dropletmicrofluidic, (C) spiral channel inertialmicrofluidic. Treatment: (D) straight
channel inertial microfluidic, (E) margination, (F) treatment through filtration. (A) Immuno-affinity method to capture bacteria coupled with fluorescence imaging. The new technique
takes just 30 min to complete compared to traditional bacteria culture that takes 2–3 days, greatly reducing diagnosis time. Reprinted with permission from Wang et al. (2012b).
(B) IC 3D system where there is enrichment of bacteria and subsequent detection by fluorescence intensity. Bacteria are encapsulated in single droplets together with bacteria-specific
DNAzyme. The platform is coupled with optical imaging and different species of bacteria can be differentiated by their fluorescence intensity, hence guiding therapeutic intervention.
Reprinted with permission from Kang et al. (2014a). (C) Spiral microfluidic device that makes use of Dean drag forces to focus bacteria and platelets at the outer wall while RBCs and
leukocytes which experience more substantial inertial lift forces focus near the inner wall. The filtration device takes 20 min to process 1 min of whole blood with 65% recovery of
pathogens that could be used for downstream RNA analyses. Reprinted with permission from Hou et al. (2015). (D) Blood cleansing device to remove microorganisms from the body.
The artificial biospleen mimicks the structure and role of spleen. Contaminated blood containing magnetic opsonin is passed into the microfluidic channel at high flow rate and the
external magnets are used to remove pathogens bounded to the magnetic elements and discarded. Cleansed blood is then returned to the subject (rats). This process did not activate
complement cascade and coagulation while reducing the amount of inflammatory cytokines in the system. Reprinted with permission from Kang et al. (2014b). (E) Microfluidic device
making use of margination to remove bacteria. As less deformable RBCs transverse to the side channels, it causes the margination of bacteria and leukocytes to the peripheral outlets
as well, leaving the center outlet bacteria-free. Reprinted with permission from Hou et al., (2013). (F) Massively parallel arrangement of 40 straight channels utilizing inertial
microfluidic for filtration of bacteria at a flow rate of 240 mL/h. ~80% in pathogen depletion efficiency was achieved with two cycles of processing. Reprinted with permission from
Mach and di Carlo (2010).
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a more comprehensive picture of this disease. For instance, there are
microfluidic tools that quickly identify infection by offering highly sen-
sitive bacterial isolation (1 E. coli in 1 μL of undiluted blood sample)
in less than an hour. There are also microfluidic platforms developed
tomonitor sepsis progression bymonitoring biochemical changes in pa-
tients' bodies that are induced by sepsis. Furthermore,microfluidic tools
providing information on antibiotic susceptibility and possibility of
mixed infections have also been created to guide septic treatments. All
in all, these microfluidic techniques can facilitate faster, more sensitive,
cheaper way of targeting different stages of sepsis (infection, progres-
sion, mixed infection, antibiotic resistance etc.) that can guide clinical
interventions. Nonetheless, a key challenge now will be to understand
the limitations of these different diagnostic techniques and possibly
integrate all these capabilities to create a platform that can provide
bacterial/fungi strain identification and AST assay with high sensitivity
of b10 bacteria/mL and in a timely (b30 min) manner.

3.2. Sepsis treatment

Current sepsis treatments usually involve antibiotics therapy with
patients in critical conditions start antibiotic treatment immediately,
even before the test results that identify the bacteria strain come back
from the laboratory (Yung et al., 2009). The complexity and variability
of the sepsis are more devastating in patients with antibiotic-resistant
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pathogens because of the lack of effective drugs (Kang et al., 2014b).
Extracorporeal blood purification (i.e., hemofiltration) was suggested
by Gotloib et al. in 1994 to be useful in septic lung injury resulting
from the removal of inflammatory mediators (Gotloib et al., 1984).
Novel theories have been proposed in order to explain the beneficial
effects of high-volume hemofiltration (HV-HF) in severe sepsis or sys-
temic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) therapy, although this
hypothesis remains a subject of significant debate (Bouman, 2007). In
general, there is no universal consensus on which components of the
blood should be removed for better clinical outcome. To address the
root of the problem, extracorporeal blood cleansing therapy that can
rapidly remove microorganisms and endotoxins from blood has been
proposed byXia and colleagues in 2006 (Xia et al., 2006). Using a simple
microfluidic system, they have shown successful removal of living E. coli
bacteria bound to magnetic nanoparticles from solutions containing
densities of red blood cells similar to that found in blood. The team fur-
ther enhanced the throughput of their system using a multiplexed ver-
sion of their earlier designwith over 80% bacteria capture efficiency at a
flow rate of 20 mL/h in a single pass (Yung et al., 2009). More recently,
the same group came up with another design where they made use of
magnetic beads coated with MBL to cleanse blood of bacteria, fungi, en-
dotoxins without activating the complement cascade and coagulation
(Fig. 4F). 90% of E. coli and S. aureus was reportedly depleted that also
helped reduce immune cell response and inflammation (Kang et al.,
2014b). Nonetheless, one main concern of using this technique is the
lack of full understanding of nano-toxicity induced by the magnetic
nanoparticles. This is because the biocompatible coatings on the nano-
particles can be degraded over time, exposing healthy cells to toxic
free metal ions from the core. Furthermore, the method uses low flow
rate (20 mL/h) in order to achieve high bacterial capture efficiency
while the average body normally houses 5000mL of blood. An extracor-
poreal blood cleansing procedure of 500 mL would require 25 h which
may infeasible to implement continuously due to easy bubble formation
and clogging in microfluidic channels.

Using the concept of inertial microfluidics in straightmicrochannels,
Di Carlo and his team developed a massively parallel microfluidic de-
vice that passively separates pathogenic bacteria cells from diluted
blood (1% hematocrit) with flow rate of around 240 mL/h and over
80% removal efficiency (Fig. 4D) (Mach and di Carlo, 2010). In addition,
margination, the natural phenomenon where leukocytes move toward
the sides of blood vessels (Goldsmith and Spain, 1984), has inspired
novel method for treating sepsis. For instance, based on margination
phenomenon, a high-throughput and label-free microfluidic blood
filtration technique for microbial removal from whole blood was intro-
duced by Hou et al. (2012). They have demonstrated high removal ef-
ficiencies of ~80% and ~90%, for E. coli and S. cerevisiae pathogens,
respectively. More recently, the same team has reported successful
removal of pathogens from a murine model of sepsis at flow rate
of ~90–150 mL/h using a 32-channel parallelized platform, demon-
strating the feasibility of their systems as a blood cleanser in clinical
settings (Fig. 4E) (Hou et al., 2015). As aforementioned, a huge issue
in using themicrofluidic channels is the possibility of clogging especial-
ly when whole blood with natural coagulants is being filtered. In addi-
tion, while these techniques offer high throughput in a few hundred
mL/h, there is still insufficient characterization on the effects of high
shear forces on the integrity of RBCs and potential immune activation
of leukocytes.

In summary, for septic blood cleansing using microfluidic platforms
to be clinically useful, they must be able to perform blood cleansing in
higher flow rates in the range of mL/min as human patients have
much larger volume of blood than murine models while understanding
the effects of shear forces on endothelial cells lining vessel walls, RBCs
and leukocytes. It is also necessary to pursue higher bacterial isolation ef-
ficiency as there is the danger that themicrofluidic platformsmay prop-
agate the spread of bacteria in the patients' bodies. In addition, these
platforms generally lack comprehensive long-term characterization of
immune response to potential debris from microfluidic substrates and
other materials used such as magnetic beads.

4. HIV

HIV affects more than 40 million individuals worldwide, with about
85% of affected patients living in developing nations who are in need of
an ASSURED diagnostic and antiretroviral therapy (ART) monitoring
platform (UNAIDS, 2013). HIV infection and AIDS are broad terms that
describe a range of symptoms caused by a retrovirus (Fauci, 2003).
The retrovirus is primarily transmitted to the host via fluid exchanges
during sexual contact or contaminated needles (horizontal epidemic),
but can also spread from an infected mother to her child (vertical
epidemic). Despite the lack of any obvious signs, the infected individual
actually undergoes continuous loss of CD4+T cells, eventually crippling
the immune system and allowing the patient to succumb to opportu-
nistic infections (e.g. pneumonia). This later stage is termed as AIDS
(Dalgleish et al., 1984).

There is currently no established cure for HIV infection, but several
anti-retrovirus drugs have shown efficacy in suppressing late-stage
symptom onset (Deeks et al., 2012). These drugs are more effective
when the disease is detected in the earlier stages (Kitahata et al., 2009).

HIV infection can lower the number of immune cells such as CD4+
T-lymphocytes. During ART, virus replication is suppressed, leading to
gradual increase in CD4+ T-lymphocytes (Simon andHo, 2003). There-
fore, the enumeration of CD4+T-lymphocytes andHIV viral load is use-
ful for diagnostic and prognosis purposes. Typically, for effective clinical
application, around 200 CD4+ cells/μL and 400HIV virus/mL need to be
detectable from whole blood (Lee et al., 2010).

Current strategies for disease detection include measurement of
viral load (O'Gorman and Gelman, 1997) and determination of CD4+
cell counts (Ho et al., 1995) fromblood or oralfluids. Conventional tech-
niques such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) runs or western blots
are rapid but are limited by the inability to detect low viral load or grad-
ual fluctuations in CD4+ cell counts, especially in the early stages of
symptomless HIV infection. For infants within 11/2 year old, rapid anti-
body assays are also not sufficient to validate the presence of HIV infec-
tion due to persisting maternal antibodies (Kellerman and Essajee,
2010). Shafiee et al. have comprehensively reviewed the HIV disease,
its diagnostics and also management. In their review, they present the
state-of-the-art HIV diagnostic technologies for CD4+ T lymphocyte
count, viral loadmeasurement, and drug resistance testing highlighting
the role of microfluidics in HIV (Shafiee et al., 2015).

Currently, immune-capture of CD4+ T cells is the most prevalent
method. Cheng and co-workers made use of cell affinity chromatogra-
phy (CD4 antibody functionalized microchannel surfaces) under con-
trolled shear stress to isolate CD4+ lymphocytes from 10 μL whole
blood to for HIV diagnosis (Cheng et al., 2007). Differential surface CD4
expressions and sizes influence cell binding on antibody-functionalized
surface, allowing lymphocytes and monocytes to be differentiated.
The platform has a specificity of ~95% in regard to CD4+ lymphocytes
(versus monocytes) capture and can perform the detection in less than
10 min. However, this platform relies heavily on the coating of antibody
on the microchannel surfaces and with a lack of technology for strict
quality control, reproducibility of well-coated platforms with antibodies
may be compromised. Furthermore, the orientation of the CD4+ lym-
phocytes as they flow through the microchannels may not expose
them to the coated surfaces, thus reducing diagnostic sensitivity.

Other groups further integrated immune-affinity with antibody
functionalized surfaces with automated imaging to quantify cell count.
Alyassin et al. developed a microfluidic platform coupled to automated
optical imaging that is able to perform CD3+CD4+ lymphocytes
counting 100 times faster than manual counting (Alyassin et al., 2009)
(Fig. 5A). Their designed software is able to account for uneven back-
ground, overlapping cell images and detect for cellswithmultiple stains,
offering great flexibility to HIV detection. Kim and colleagues also made



Fig. 5.Microfluidic technologies for HIV diagnosis. Principles of diagnosis: (A& B) Immunoaffinity, (C) electrical impedance and (D) RT-PCR. (A) Captured CD3+CD4+ lymphocyteswere
stained and counted automatically by the designed software. This device allows 100× faster speed in identifying immuno-stained lymphocytes for HIV detection. Reprinted with
permission from Alyassin et al. (2009). (B) Left panel shows the sequence of steps the sample undergoes as it moves through the equipment-free microfluidic device (m-chip). Right
panel illustrates the various steps of the immunoassay. The reduction of silver ions on gold nanoparticle conjugated with specific antibodies for signal amplification, facilitating readout
without the use of expensive optics. Reprinted with permission from Chin et al. (2011). (C) Whole blood is introduced and RBCs are lysed, leaving a supposedly pure population of
white blood cells. Total number of lymphocytes is counted followed by capture of CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocytes with microposts. Differential electrical impedance signals of the cells
provide information on the degree of contamination and number of target lymphocytes. Reprinted with permission from Watkins et al. (2013). (D) RT-PCR integrated into microfluidic
channel. Top panel shows the schematic and the bottom panel shows the actual device. Valves are created to isolate different steps of the process such as incubation, reaction and
detection. Reprinted with permission from Lee et al. (2008).
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use of optimal imaging with quantum dots to identify HIV (Kim et al.,
2009). Dual-labeled quantum dots were able to recognize external
envelope gp120 protein and highmannose glycans at 20 ng/μL, the low-
est dilution limit, and with high sensitivity. Ramachandraiah and
co-workers made use of centrifugal microfluidic on a functionalized
CD platform for automated counting of CD4+ lymphocytes using mi-
croscope (Ramachandraiah et al., 2013). Wang et al. also developed an
m-ELISA to detect CD4+ cell in unprocessed blood. Each step in ELISA
was spatially confined and cellphone was used to quantify the number
of CD4+ cells (Wang et al., 2014). To overcome potential loss of signal,
Chin et al. capitalized on the effects of reduction of silver ions onto gold
nanoparticles (Sia et al., 2004) andmeandering channels for signal am-
plification (Chin et al., 2011) (Fig. 5B). Their fully-functional m-chip
requires only 1 μL of unprocessed blood for HIV and syphilis diagnosis
with near 100% sensitivity and specificity. Microfluidic platforms inte-
grated with imaging capabilities facilitate automated diagnostic results
that are not subject to users' interpretations and biases. However, to
make these integrated platforms accessible to developing nations
where there is much higher HIV infection rates, the imaging compo-
nents must be cheap and portable like the cell-phone based system
Wang et al. developed but yet with comparable spatial resolution
sensitivity.

Song and co-workers presented amethodologywhich improved the
speed of the ELISA assay by bypassing the blocking step while keeping
the limit of detection of conventional ELISA (Song et al., 2012). In a
recent work presented by the same group (Laksanasopin et al., 2015),
a full laboratory immunoassay was run on a smartphone accessory
using microfluidic technology and miniaturized hardware. The phone
accessory incorporated the aforementioned ELISA assay using the
power generated from the phone. To perform the test, 2 μL of diluted
blood sample was added to the cassette, which was then inserted into
the dongle. Absorbance readings of the level of silver precipitation
were performed 15 min later and the results for all markers were
displayed on the smartphone's interface. The device performed the
assay with a sensitivity of 92 to 100% and a specificity of 79 to 100%.

Watkins et al. developed a biochip for CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocyte
counting based on differential electrical impedance (Watkins et al.,
2013) (Fig. 5C). Whole blood is introduced and RBCs are lysed, leaving
a supposedly pure population of white blood cells. Target lymphocytes
flowing through a microfluidic channel can generate a spike in imped-
ancewith an amplitude andwidth proportional to their sizes and trans-
location velocities as they block the flow of current. The CD4+ and
CD8+ lymphocyte count closely matched results from flow cytometer
over the range of 40–1000 cells/μL and the entire process can be per-
formed in about 20 min. This technique, however, requires on chip
lysis which may also lyse target cells non-specifically and generate
lysis debris that causes clogging and interferes with readouts. The au-
thors also did not demonstrate the spike in impedance caused by RBCs
that escape lysing to avoid no-specific readouts.

Glynn et al. specifically isolated magnetically tagged CD4+ cells
directly from patient blood (Glynn et al., 2014). The low-cost and
disposable microfluidic chip was operated by dual-force CD4+ cell
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magnetophoresis; whereby the interplay of flow and magnetic fields
governed the trajectory of target cells depending on whether the cell
bound to a magnetic microbead. Instrument-free pumping was imple-
mented by a finger-actuated elastic membrane; tagged beads were
laterally deflected by a small and reusable permanent magnet. The use
of nanoparticles have enhanced the sensitivity of the technique as
compared to antibody functionalized microchannel surfaces as nano-
particles are smaller and are capable of binding to target lymphocytes.
Although this method is made cheaper without the use of instrument
for generating flow, finger-actuated pressure may not generate steady
flow, making diagnostic results non-reproducible.

Nonetheless, the common limitation of these techniques is the
need for blood lysis that can also lyse target lymphocytes and create
cell debris that lead to microchannel clogging. Furthermore, as these
microfluidic platforms tend to rely on antibodies for HIV detection,
and knowing that HIV progression can influence CD4+ expressions
on T-lymphocytes (Trial et al., 1995) and non-specific binding to anti-
body (Anderson et al., 1993), key parameters such as specificity and
limit of detection can be adversely affected.

To overcome the heavy reliance on antibodies, Lee et al. thus devel-
oped a disposable polymer for reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR and
chemiluminescence assay for HIV diagnostic that is not constraints by
the limitations of the antibodies used (Lee et al., 2008) (Fig. 5D). Primers
targeting p24 (a major core protein) and gp120 are utilized in this bio-
chip. This platform can perform diagnosis in less than an hour and is
supposedly more accurate than the use of antibodies. However, in this
device, the highly unstable RNA is currently isolated externally and
may introduce inconsistencies and contamination due to technicians'
skills. It is worth exploring the possibility of on-chip RNA isolation and
amplification as discussed in Section 2.3 molecular analysis for malaria
diagnosis.

Emerging HIV diagnostics methods such as nanoplasmonic detec-
tion (Inci et al., 2013) and nanostructured photonic crystals (Shafiee
et al., 2014) may also be integrated with microfluidic for use in
resource-scarce communities where diagnostics is most needed. None-
theless the described technological advances, HIV management in least
developed region remain a major challenge as expensive and bulky
machines are needed for the readout.

In summary, unlikemalaria and sepsis where iRBCs and bacteria can
be isolated based on their physical properties respectively, HIV viruses
are too small for isolation usingmicrofluidic devices. Therefore, the cur-
rent technique formicrofluidic diagnostic for HIV depends highly on the
use of antibodies targeting CD4+ and CD8+ lymphocytes. However,
HIV stages and progression, can reduce the specificity of binding. Fur-
thermore, when target lymphocytes flow through the microchannels,
due to unsteady flow rates and differential cell sizes, they may not
be oriented properly to be exposed to the antibody coatings on the
microchannels, hence reducing diagnostic sensitivity. The cost for anti-
body coating can also be prohibitive as antibody solution is usually used
in excess. This can creates an issue of irreproducible manufacturing.
While DNA/RNA based technique circumvents the problem of anti-
bodies reliance and can offer higher sensitivity and specificity, no
group has yet to create a fully integrated system that is free from users'
skills and biases. Nonetheless, interested groups can learn from research
in the malaria field where on-chip nucleic acid isolation and amplifica-
tion have been demonstrated.

5. Other infectious diseases (SARS, dengue, tuberculosis)

SARS which is caused by a new coronavirus (CoV) started to spread
around the world in 2003. The outbreak of SARS was eventually con-
trolled through management strategies such as isolation of suspects
and their close contacts. Due to the absence of effective cure, SARS
has claimed 744 lives in 2003 mainly in the Asian-Pacific region (Hui
et al., 2004). Conventional means that include determining antibody
level and isolating SARS virus have been employed for diagnosis.
Nonetheless, antibody levels start increasing only about 10 days after in-
fection while cell culture of SARS virus is tedious and time-consuming
(Zhou et al., 2004).

Zhou et al. created a diagnostic platform for SARS-CoV via multi-
plex real time (RT) PCR and capillary electrophoresis integrated on a
microfluidic chip. The system was able to provide positive results from
17 (out of 18) of the clinically diagnosed SARS patients while conven-
tional RT-PCR with agarose gel electrophoresis gave only 12 positive
results (Zhou et al., 2004). Huh et al. also developed a microfluidic plat-
form that integrated magnetic force-activated micromixer system and
functionalized surfaces for cell lysis, purification of intracellular proteins
and SARS-CoV detection (Choi et al., 2002). Similarly, Ramalingan and
colleagues made use of isothermal helicase-dependent amplification
method to detect for SARS virus DNA on an integrated microfluidic
PCR chip (Ramalingam et al., 2009). Similar to HIV, as SARS is caused
by a virus, there is limited techniques for diagnosis as HIV viruses are
difficult to isolate. Currently, there are only a fewmicrofluidic-based di-
agnostic platforms for SARS detection. The platforms that make use of
antibody (against SARS-CoV) functionalized surfaces face the problems
of non-specific binding due to disease progression and reproducible
manufacturing of functionalized surfaces. The antibodies can also be
expensive and be used in excess in order to fully functionalize the
microchannel surfaces. This can increase the cost of themicrofluidic de-
vice and makes it less accessible to patients in the developing nations.
On the other hand, nucleic acid-based method offers higher sensitivity
and specificity as compared to antibody method. However, this latter
technique requires a longer diagnostic time for nucleic acid isolation
and amplification. There must also be precise temperature control for
efficient amplification to occurwhichmay addmanufacturing complex-
ity to the diagnostic chip. Respiratory infectious diseases represent the
one of the largest cause of deaths and DALYs lost (Yager et al., 2006).
Therefore, techniques in areas of immune-affinity, optics are encour-
aged to be applied to this area to boost disease diagnosis.

Dengue virus is propagated by themosquito vector and themajority
of its infections is concentrated in Latin America and Asia (Rigauperez
et al., 1998). There are four serotypes of dengue virus that can produce
mild dengue fever to severe dengue shock syndrome in humans
(Gubler, 2002). Due to the small sizes of the dengue viruses, the main
diagnostic methods are still nucleic acid or protein/serological based.
The clinical tests for dengue such as hemagglutination inhibition and
neutralization can be non-specific and prohibitively expensive. Teles
argue that there is thus a role that microfabricated devices can play
to facilitate dengue diagnosis (Teles, 2011). Readers can refer to more
extensive review by Darwish et al. on conventional means of dengue
diagnostic (Darwish et al., 2015).

Su and colleagues coated the two surfaces of an immunochip with
glycoprotein-E and non-structural protein 1 (NS1) and analyzed sig-
nals this piezotransducer-like arrangement to diagnose for dengue
(Su et al., 2003). Kumbhat et al. utilized surface plasmon resonance
for diagnose as deposition of dengue virus increased the resonance
angle (Kumbhat et al., 2010). Zaytseva and colleagues made use of fluo-
rescent liposomes conjugated with reporter probes that binds to den-
gue virus RNA for diagnosis (Zaytseva et al., 2005). Weng et al. report
the development of a microfluidic device functionalized for antibodies
specific to dengue virus and equipped with a suction unit to create neg-
ative pressure for the transport andmixing of fluids (Weng et al., 2011).
The entire duration needed for diagnosis can be reduced from 4 h to
~30 min with their device. Similarly, Gunda and colleagues made use
of dengue virus NS1 bound to micropillars to improve the surface area
for binding and subsequently, enhance detection sensitivity (Gunda
et al., 2013). Aeinehvand and team incorporated a microballoon mixer
(that expands and contracts) with centrifugal microfluidic platform
to improve the sensitivity of ELISA detection of dengue virus due to
improved mixing (Aeinehvand et al., 2015). Recently, Zhang and col-
leagues developed amulti-stack paper immunoassay that removes pro-
teinaceous substance in the saliva before detection of target antigen
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with adsorbed antibody (Zhang et al., 2015). This device obviates the
steps of centrifugation and boost detection of dengue-specific
immunoglobins (IgG) in the serum that can be used to differentiate pri-
mary from secondary infection.

In addition to diagnosis, there have also been efforts to improve our
understanding of the biology of the dengue virus. For instance, Huang
et al. also made use of microfluidic device coupled with optics to mea-
sure the effects of carrageenans to inhibit the life cycle of the dengue
viruses. The group measured the cellular oxygen consumption rates
(OCRs) that can reflect cellular metabolic rates and found that treat-
ment with carrageenans maintained the OCRs of cells indicating high
cell viability (Huang et al., 2014). Their technology is also applicable
for drug screening/toxicity for a range of infectious diseases.

Microfluidic devices for dengue diagnosis have demonstrated
higher sensitivity with shorter processing time as compared to con-
ventional methods which can be useful for timely clinical interven-
tions. Other than the aforementioned problems with the antibody
functionalized surface method for diagnostic, one key limitation in
all these studies is that the microfluidic platforms cannot differentiate
different types and stages of dengue infection. Dengue can be caused
Fig. 6. Microfluidic platforms for the diagnostic of dengue and tuberculosis. (A) Top: dengue
dengue patients' samples containing IgG and IgM. Magnetic coils are then turned on to collec
readouts at the detection chambers loaded with antibodies. Bottom: design of micro-mixer fo
from Lee et al. (2009). (B) Design of a stacking lateral flow paper microfluidic assay for dengu
remove proteinaceous substances. A detection sensitivity of 20 ng/mL of α-fetoprotein in the
Reprinted with permission from (Zhang et al., 2015). (C) A fully integrated thermoplastic mi
path controlled by electrically actuated solenoid. Steps such as cell lysis, DNA isolation and P
enhance the density of adsorbed DNA for colorimetric detection. Reprinted with permission fr
be 4 different dengue viruses. In addition, severity of disease is greater
with co-infection and re-infection with another virus. Hence, the chal-
lenge now is to createmicrofluidic device useful for clinical dengue diag-
nosis by offering results that can differentiate virus strains and disease
stages.

WHO estimated that tuberculosis claims about 1.3 million deaths
annually (WHO, 2013). Although this is a largely treatable diseases,
the large number of undiagnosed cases (global detection rate ~63%)
prevent timely therapeutic interventions (McNerney and Daley,
2011). Readers are encouraged to refer to review by Dheda et al. for a
more comprehensive discussion on available diagnostic tools such as
liquid culture, smearmicroscopy and theXpertMTB/RIF assay for tuber-
culosis (Dheda et al., 2013). Conventional diagnosticmeans for tubercu-
losis face the same limitations as other infectious diseases diagnosis
such as poor specificity, high costs and large volume of sample needed
(Mani et al., 2014). To this note,microfabricated devicesmaypotentially
fill some of the gaps in diagnostic efforts for tuberculosis. For instance,
Wojcik and co-workers designed a colorimetric DNA test based on
conjugation between gold nanoparticles covalently bound to the gene
fragment of the Mycobacterium (M.) tuberculosis (Bernacka-Wojcik
virus-bound magnetic beads in the sample loading/mixing chamber are used to identify
t the IgG/M-bound magnetic beads followed by purification and subsequent fluorescent
r efficient mixing of magnetic beads and biological samples. Reprinted with permission
e diagnostic. Saliva from patients are filtered through a paper layer made of fiber glass to
saliva serum is achieved. A control line is also present in the device as a positive control.
crofluidic device for detection of DNA of M. tuberculosis and drug resistance with fluidic
CR can be performed fully on the microfluidic chip. Micro-pillars are also employed to

omWang et al. (2012a).



Table 1
Examples of microfluidic devices for diagnosing infectious diseases and their characteristics.

Infectious
diseases

Principle of
diagnosis

Advantages Disadvantages LOD Sample Reproducibility Level of training for
users

Processing
time

Ref

Malaria Deformability:
isolate less
deformable iRBCs

• Margination phenomenon is
well-understood

• Can isolate ring stage iRBCs

• Deformability is not a definite biomarker
(older RBCs, different stages and types of
iRBCs have different biophysical properties)

• Variation in cell sizes

– Diluted
and whole
blood

• Simple processing
• Vulnerable to disturbance
due to low flow rate

• Channel clogging

Low to moderate:
External pump,
microscope

5 μL/min Hou et al.
(2010)

Malaria Inertial focusing:
remove leukocytes

• Inertial focusing behavior is
well characterized

• Sample enrichment and
purification

• Lysis of RBCs may cause some
loss of parasites

• Need to be coupled to imaging or PCR
to detect for malaria parasites/DNA

2–10
parasites/μL

Lysed 0.25×
blood

• Simple processing
• Potential channel clogging
and bubble (presence of
microposts to prevent)

Low to moderate:
External pump,
centrifuge, microscope

400 μL/min Warkiani
et al. (2015)

Malaria DEP • Optimization by tuning
frequencies
• Can isolate ring stage iRBCs

• Joule heating
• Variation in cell sizes
• Heat-related cell death
• Incompatible with areas with
no access to stable electricity

– Diluted
blood

• PDMS are deformable at
high flow rate
• Bubble generation
• Channel clogging

Moderate: External
pump, function
generator, microscope

Up to
1500 μL/min

Gascoyne
et al. (2004)

Malaria PCR • Highly sensitive
• Can detect for genetic
mutations in parasites

• Reagent degradation in warm
and humid climate

• Require expensive equipment
• Incompatible for immediate patient care

500 parasite/μL Diluted
blood

• Variability of results due
to technicians' skills

• Need precise control of
temperature and time

High: Pipetting,
PCR machine

Close to an
hour (lysis,
mixing,
reaction)

Marshall
et al. (2011)

Malaria Droplet
microfluidic +
imaging

• Highly sensitive
• Specific to catalytic activities
of parasite enzyme

• Reagent degradation in warm
and humid climate

• Require expensive reagents
(USD 2/sample)

b1 parasite/μL Diluted
blood

• Channel clogging
• Inconsistent droplet
formation

Moderate to hard:
External pump, droplet
formation, fluorescence
microscope

2.5 h from
sample
preparation
to readout

Juul et al.
(2012)

Malaria Magnetic • Can isolate ring stage iRBCs
• Label-free, and thus may be
cheaper

• Influence of external
magnetic/electric fields

• Heterogeneous magnetic field strength

– 90% diluted
blood

• Simple processing
• Channel clogging
especially at low flow rate

Moderate: External
pump, magnets

1.6 μL/min Nam et al.
(2013)

Sepsis Droplet
microfluidic +
particle counter

• Highly sensitive
• Automated
• Able to detect a large number
of bacteria strains

• Heterogeneous droplet sizes
can affect readout

• Non-label free, degradation of reagents
• Expensive reagents

1 E. coli
bacterium/mL

Diluted
blood

• Simple processing and
readout

Moderate: External
pump, droplet formation,
fluorescence
microscope

1.5–4 h Kang et al.
(2014a)

Sepsis Magnetic • Highly sensitive • Non-label free, degradation of reagents
• Influence of external magnetic/
electric fields

1 C. albicians
fungus/mL

Diluted
blood

• Simple processing
• Complex fabrication of
magnetic flux concentrator

Moderate: External
pump, magnets,
fluorescence microscope

b3 h Cooper et al.
(2014)

HIV Immunoassay • Very sensitive and specific • Non-label free, degradation of
reagents (can only last for 6 months
when stored at 15–20°C)

• Expensive reagents such as silver
and antibodies

– Diluted
blood

• Complex fabrication
processing due to multiple
reagents and various
deposition steps

Moderate to hard:
Techniques for ELISA

15 min Chin et al.
(2011)

HIV Immunoassay +
electrical
impedance

• Largely label free
• Automated
• Can detect syphilis
simultaneously

• Contamination of signals due to
inefficient lysis

• 1:12 (sample:lysis) solution used
may lyse target cells

– Diluted
blood

• Antibody deposition steps
may not be easily
reproducible

Moderate: External
pump, sensors

b20 min Watkins
et al. (2013)

SARS RT-PCR • Highly sensitive
• Can detect for genetic
mutations in pathogens

• Subject to reagent degradation
• Require expensive equipment

– Autopized
lung tissue

• Variability of results due
to technicians' skills

• Need good control of
temperature and time

High: Pipetting,
complex setup for
readout

b1 h Zhou et al.
(2004)

Dengue Immunoassay • Cheap material (paper)
• Multi-stack papers remove
the need for centrifugation
(integrated platform)

• Sensitive

• Saliva samples may have many bubbles
• Shelf-life of platform may be
limited due to adsorbed antibodies

• Cannot diagnose different stages or between
primary and secondary infections

20 ng/mL Saliva • Fabrication is made
complex with multi-stacks

• Antibody deposition may
not be always uniform

Easy to moderate:
need to train to
remove bubbles
in sample

20 min Zhang et al. (2015)

Tuberculosis DNA primer • Sensitive
• Low cost disposable component
• Powered by low-cost LED for
readout

• Small sample volume

• No defined shelf life
• Cannot differentiate stages of
infection which is important
in tuberculosis

90 ng DNA Synthetic
DNA

• DNA deposition may be
challenging in resource-
scarce settings

• Size of conjugated gold
nanoparticles may vary
and affect readout

Easy: need training
for using LED and
external pumps

30 min Bernacka-
Wojcik
et al. (2013)
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et al., 2013). This test requires only 90 ng of target DNA and 30 min for
completion. Multiplexed kits using multiple antigens specific for
M. tuberculosis have also been developed (Dheda et al., 2013). Liong
et al. made use of magnetic barcoding technique to detect DNA of
M. tuberculosis in 2.5 h (Liong et al., 2013). The team describes a partial-
ly integrated microfluidic platform where the DNA of M. tuberculosis is
first extracted externally and then captured onto polymeric beads with
complimentary capture DNA. The beads are then coupled to probe-
DNA bound magnetic nanoparticles which render the MNP-loaded
beads paramagnetic. As the paramagnetic MNP-loaded beads can pro-
duce local magnetic fields, beads loaded with different quantity of
M. tuberculosis DNA produce different decay rate when subject to nu-
clear magnetic resonance readings, allowing diagnosis to be performed.
A portable microfluidic device capable of performing on-chip loop-
mediated isothermal nucleic acid amplification (LAMP) with manual
inspection has also been designed by Fang and colleagues for tubercu-
losis detection in 1 h (Fang et al., 2012). Recently, a label-free assay for
detection of DNA ofM. tuberculosis and related drug resistance has been
designed (Domínguez et al., 2015). This platform makes use of the
quantification of hydration induced stress on micro-cantilever func-
tionalized oligonucleotide probes before and after hybridization with
specific nucleic acid targets. The total analysis time is 1.5 h and a sensi-
tivity of 2 pg/mL was reported. However, in these described methods,
the platforms are not fully integrated and require off-chip processing
steps such as nucleic acid extraction which may affect the reproduc-
ibility of the diagnostic results due to skills of the technicians/users.

Wang and co-workers thus developed a fully integrated (individual
chambers for cell lysis, DNA isolation, amplification etc.) microfluidic
cartridge to interrogate single-base variations in codons for multi-drug
resistant form of M. tuberculosis (Wang et al., 2012a). Micropillars
are also used to enhance the density of DNA adsorption to enhance
the colorimetric readout. This platform can be fully automated to pre-
vent users' biases, mass-produced as it is made of thermoplastic which
ensures production quality and low cost and disposable useful for
one-time use and potential infections with contaminated samples.

As tuberculosis-causing bacteria can be isolated from pleural fluids,
microfluidic devices making use of inertial focusing, DEP and magnetic
beads (as described in malaria and sepsis diagnosis) can be used. Tech-
nologies with their strengths and weaknesses described in the previous
sections can be used as a reference for creating microfluidic platforms
Table 2
List of microfluidic-based diagnostic companies.

Infectious diseases Technology Technical features

Infectious diseases Primer or antibody Integrated platform, small sample volume, 1 h
Infectious diseases Antibody Disposable, compact, small sample volume, 10
Infectious diseases Antibody Piezofilm technology, 10 min test time,
Infectious diseases Antibody Self-contained waste reservoir, small sample v

multiplexed detection
Infectious diseases Primer Lab in a tube platform, 30 min test time
HIV/AIDS Antibody Differentiate between HIV 1 and 2, 100% sensi

99.75% specificity, 15 min test time
HIV/AIDS Primer or antibody Electrowetting, digital microfluidics,

Sepsis, HIV/AIDS Antibody Disposable, integrated platform with positive
controls,

HIV/AIDS Electrical impedance Count cells by analyzing intracellular content
HIV/AIDS Primer CD4+ cells monitoring, compact, quantum do
HIV/AIDS, sepsis Antibody CD4+ counting, CD64 sepsis marker monitori

sample volume
Tuberculosis Antibody Low cost, low power fluorescence,
Tuberculosis Primer Can detect drug resistance, compact time, 3 h

detect multiple gene targets, disposable
Tuberculosis Primer Detect for DNA of Mycobacterium tuberculosis

resistance, 91% sensitivity, 94% specificity,
Sepsis Primer Integrated PCR platform, detect multiple bacte

Informationwas obtained from thewebsite of the various companies. Theremay be further deve
to the original websites of the companies to learn about the various technologies.
Search function can be used on the company's website to look for the respective products.
for tuberculosis diagnosis. Although there are currently not many
microfluidic devices created for tuberculosis diagnostic, there are
other point-of-care assays that may be potentially integrated with
microfluidics such as those making use of mass/piezoelectric (Ren
et al., 2008), optical (Buijtels et al., 2008), enzymatic (Xie et al., 2012)
and acoustic techniques (He et al., 2003). Nanotechnologies are also
emerging as highly useful tools to enhance the sensitivity of signals
for diagnostic results (Vandan et al., 2009). However, one important
note is that as tuberculosis has largely been eliminated from developed
nations, the devices should be mainly targeted at developing nations
and should have low cost and high portability (Fig. 6) (Table 1).

6. Commercialization

Commercial developments play a key role in making POC technolo-
gies accessible to resource-scarce communities. Table 2 shows the list of
somemicrofluidic devices for diagnosis of various infectious diseases. As
it can be seen from Table 2, most of the commercial technologies are
either antibody or DNA primer although other means of diagnostic are
available. These platforms which are based on these analytes are more
adaptable to diagnose a wider range of diseases. For instance, the plat-
form developed byMicronics were used for malaria initially but has ex-
panded also to sepsis.

There are now greater number of publications to guide innovators to
commercialize their microfluidic technologies (Chin et al., 2012; Su
et al., 2015). However, some of the challenges deserve to be highlighted
for innovators and we will briefly mention two of them. (1) Financing.
Diagnostics targeted for resource-scarce communities have to be priced
low to be competitive and accessible. This creates pressure for profit
generation andmay not appeal to private venture capitalists. Therefore,
it is more likely that companies that can serve both developed and de-
velopingnationsflourish in themarket. Governments and philanthropic
foundations such as Bill and Melinda Gates have helped commercialize
POC diagnostics for resource-scarce communities and we expect them
to continue playing significant role in financing. (2) Integration. As
mentioned earlier in Section 2.3, the various technologies such as for
fluid delivery, mixing and on-chip heating and cooling for microfluidic
PCR has to be combined to create a functional product. Another exam-
ple is the acquisition of Advanced Liquid Logic which specializes in
electrowetting and droplet microfluidic by Illumina for its molecular
Name of device Company Website

test time PanNAT® Micronics micronics.net
min test time N.A. OPKO diagnostics opko.com

N.A. Vivacta (part of Novartis) novartis.com
olume, Asklepios Genefluidics genefluididcs.com

Liat™ IQumm (part of Roche) roche.com
tivity, Alere Determine™ Alere alere.com

N.A. Advanced Liquid Logic
(part of Illumina)

liquid-logic.com

and negative Spinit® CRP/BC Biosurfit biosurfit.com

electrically, CD4 system Daktari Diagnostics daktaridx.com
t detection N.A. LabNow labnow.com
ng, small Accellix LeukoDx leukodx.com

LightDeck® Mbio Diagnostics mbiodx.com
detection time, VereMTB Veredus Laboratories veredus.com

and its drug GeneXpert MTB/RIF Cepheid cepheid.com

ria strains Jaguar™ HandyLab (part of BD) bd.com

lopments since the time of sourcing these information and readers are encouraged to refer

http://micronics.net
http://opko.com
http://novartis.com
http://genefluididcs.com
http://roche.com
http://alere.com
http://liquidogic.com
http://biosurfit.com
http://daktaridx.com
http://labnow.com
http://leukodx.com
http://mbiodx.com
http://veredus.com
http://cepheid.com
http://bd.com
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diagnostics business arm. There is a need for collaboration amongst dif-
ferent teams or even companies to capitalize on one another's expertise.
7. Conclusions and future outlook

Conventional diagnostic tools for infectious diseases are limited by
their long processing time, high costs, non-user-friendliness, technical
complexity, poor sensitivity and specificity. Microfluidic devices have
demonstrated that even with small sample volume, they are able to
offer high accuracy in detection, and at a cost compatible with the aver-
age income in resource-scarce communities.Many innovative ideas have
been generated for malaria diagnosis such as use of dielectrophoretic
properties and lower deformability of iRBCs. Droplet microfluidics has
also been integratedwith software to analyze for bacteria contamination
and sepsis. Other than diagnostic tools, therapeutic equipments such
as blood cleansing devices have also been created from advances in
microfabrication technologies.

Nonetheless, it should be stressed that diseases such as SARS and
dengue which are concentrated in developing nations are still very
much neglected by the scientific communities in developed nations.
Governments, non-governmental organizations and philanthropic
foundations play important roles to finance projects in these neglected
infectious diseases for improvements to be made. Additionally, compa-
nies commercializing POC devices also face challenges in raising funds
from private sectors due to their target markets in resource-scarce
settings.

We foresee thatmobile technologywill play a key role togetherwith
microfluidic diagnostic devices for remote healthmonitoring, especially
in resource-scarce regions where healthcare is poorly accessible. With
that inmind, electrochemical, electrical impedance and colorimetric as-
says will be very much useful as means for readout using cell phones.
We believe continued efforts by scientists and biomedical industry in
developing microfluidic technology can benefit the millions of people
who are disproportionately affected by infectious diseases.
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